
introduction

This photograph was taken in October 1949 at the National 
Book League Gallery (NBL) in Albemarle Street, London, 

during the opening of the exhibition ‘Wood Engraving in Modern 
English Books’. It shows almost all the significant engravers of a 
generation. The bearded Robert Gibbings dominates the group at 
the front. To the left of him is the show’s bespectacled organiser, 
Tom Balston. Slightly further back at the left, another figure 
stands out just as much – because of his height, which means he 
is strongly caught by the light, and because of the thrust of his 
jaw and the angle of his head: Clifford Webb. Leon Underwood 
and Gwen Raverat (in her French gran’mere’s dress) are just in 
front of him. Lynton Lamb, a prominent illustrator, is just behind 
Balston’s shoulder, with George Mackley and Geoffrey Wales 
beyond him. Blair Hughes-Stanton is seen behind Gibbings, 
with, to the right, Dorothea Braby, Gertrude Hermes, Reynolds 
Stone and Noel Rooke. 

Why is Webb so little known compared to many of the others? 
In the 1930s, after the First World War, Webb’s reputation was as 
high as any up-and-coming artist could wish for. In 1949, the year 
of the NBL exhibition, Christopher Sandford, ever keen to sell 
his Golden Cockerel Press books, painted a romantic picture of 
the 54-year-old engraver, describing him as ‘tall, ruddy, grizzled 
and hail-fellow-well-met’. ‘I press him to stay the night,’ he goes 
on, ‘but the wild calls to him … he drives away to pitch his tent 
on a wooded hill above the river’. In the same article he states 
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one fact, seemingly learned directly from Webb, for which no 
other evidence is quite so direct: ‘Webb’s life as a cavalry officer 
in India, in action against tribesmen, on hunting expeditions 
among birds and beasts and in the riot of exotic nature [had] 
provided him with a sure foundation of life and nature on which 
to build his art.’* 

Surviving snapshots from Webb’s time in India show nothing 
so inspiring: soldier friends and local acrobats, parched earth and 
shabby buildings; young men and children bathing in the river; 
the occasional temple. Where and how Webb, an invalid at the 
time, encountered the richness of Indian life and culture we do 
not know, but his early paintings vividly reveal the influence of 
Mughal art, the colours of the country, and the wonders of the 
jungle and the wildlife; and these pulses beat through his art to 
the end of his life.

If he is remembered, it has been for those Golden Cockerel 
books and as part of the wood engraving movement of that era. To 
a more specialist collectorship, he is a leading children’s book and 
natural history illustrator. That he is not as widely known as Eric 
Ravilious or John Nash is partly due to failures of conservation 
and promotion, and partly because of his idiosyncrasies as 
an artist. It is not always easy to sympathise with his rigorous 
simplifications. ‘Art is not abstract,’ he said, ‘but the means of 
expression are very abstract.’† A third cause of his obscurity was 
a reticence, amounting to secrecy, which he cultivated quite 
consciously. 

Conservation and promotion

There was thus a personal element to the failure to conserve 
Clifford Webb’s work and reputation, as will become clear; but 
history was not kind to him either. Like many British artists of 
the time, he did a lot of work in watercolour which simply has 
not survived. None of the mural paintings he did in the 1930s 
exist. In the 1950s and 1960s, he took part in the postwar 
woodcut movement which the emergence of screen print in the 
sixties quickly ended; while the promotion of woodcut implied 
that wood engraving was small, monochrome, pre-war and out 
of fashion, and only added to the failure to value and conserve. 
Clifford’s reputation as a significant and pioneering illustrator 
was insufficient counterweight.

In fact, the 1950s and 1960s were one of the great periods 
of British wood engraving. The work of younger artists Monica 
Poole, George Tute and Peter Reddick would be enough to make it 
so, but Clifford Webb’s engravings of local churches and villages, 
made at this time, late in his life, are little short of majestic. 

*   The Studio (August 1949), and Bibliography of The Golden Cockerel Press (1975)
†   Quoted by Albert Garrett in the Preface to the 1982 Leicester memorial  
exhibition
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The ‘abstraction of means’ is the second thing to consider. In the 
1946–7 correspondence between Webb and Sandford about the 
Golden Cockerel book The Amazons, Sandford regrets that Webb’s 
‘girls’ have so little physical appeal: ‘a greater feeling for “the 
flesh” would add something without lessening your total effect’.‡ 

Had Webb come to engraving through Leon Underwood’s 
tuition at Girdler’s Road, at the Slade School or via Eric Gill, he 
would have had Underwood’s fluid sculptural sensibilities, the 
Tonks tradition of drawing as epitomised by Augustus John, or 
Gill’s form-embracing line to open his heart to the human form 
with something of the enthusiasm he felt for animals and the 
natural world. The movements of deer and lion were poetry to 
Webb. Yet not even the sight of his young wife, naked, slim, posing 
as Ana the Runner leaping across a chasm (two kitchen chairs, 
she said) could bring out in Clifford Webb much of a response 
to humankind, let alone the erotic one Sandford was looking for. 
Sandford in fact sent John O’Connor prints of Webb’s engravings 
of Ana as examples of how not to treat the human form. 

‡   Correspondence published by Roderick Cave, The Private Library (Spring 1988)
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Always loyal and protective towards his artists nevertheless, 
Sandford lavished praise on The Amazons engravings, particularly 
The Garden of the Hesperides. It is worth dwelling on this for a 
moment, as at first sight it is one of the more worrying of Webb’s 
engravings. Three naked women are seen from behind paddling 
their feet in a fountain. They are described solely by the changing 
tones of a strict diagonal tint, but only on the central figure does 
the subtle flexing of the lines evoke more than a rather vague 
physique. The bank upon which they sit is mostly engraved 
with an interrupted tint of the same diagonal and in places is 
tonally almost identical: the figures are scarcely separated from 
the ground. The view is framed by dark trees and a foreground 
through which waddles a small dragon – it seems separate from 
everything around it, and is hardly what the text speaks of as 
‘a creature like a large, slimy dog that moves slowly to and fro’. 
For there is horror in the garden. When the daughters of Atlas 
rise and turn towards the hidden narrator, she sees they have no 
faces. Why this is remains mysterious as does the later discovery 
of the use of the garden for human sacrifice; but on reading it, 
the sense of the figures being amorphous blobs anticipates the 
revelation and makes the illustration cleverer than one first 
realises. The image is usually seen in reproduction, but if you half-
close your eyes, or are lucky enough to see the engraving printed 
direct from the wood, there is a vivid sense of dazzling light seen 
from darkness. ‘Your pictures are extremely powerful,’ Sandford 
had written of their previous collaboration, The First Crusade. ‘I 
find they grow on one.’

Sandford also admired The Cave of Cronos, an engraving 
largely composed of ruler-straight lines, impeccably spaced, 
crossing each other like layers of harp strings. The gods lie or sit 
among them in an eternal sleep, as if they were the inhabitants 
of a Barbara Hepworth sculpture, organic forms connected by 
tense stringing. Technically, it is as much of a tour de force as 
anything by Blair Hughes-Stanton, and like Hughes-Stanton and 
Hepworth its expressive power rises directly from its modernist 
means and from the dazzlingly skilful control of light.

Clifford Webb illustrated eight books for the Golden Cockerel 
Press, from Ana the Runner in 1937 to The Story of a Lifetime in 
1954. Though they contain some wonderful engraving and some 
fine illustration, the case for the majesty of his work will lie more 
in his development of those ‘modernist means’ in his lesser-
known, larger, independent prints.

Secrecy

Meanwhile, from what is known about his life and his experience 
during two world wars, the nature of the third element, his very 
situational reticence, will become clearer and will further explain 
the failure adequately to value, conserve or promote his work.
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